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9 Calculating Metrical Structure

William J. Idsardi

9.1 Introduction

This chapter has four main goals: (1) to revise and further simplify the simplified

bracketed grid (SBG) theory of metrical computations outlined in Idsardi 1992 and

Halle and Idsardi 1995; (2) to relate the parameters of the revised system directly to

finite state automata (FSAs), giving a clear, e¤ective, and e‰cient computational

foundation to the theory; (3) to present some short case studies illustrating interesting

aspects of the revised theory; and (4) to compare the automata in the present theory

with those constructed using recent Optimality Theory (OT; e.g., Prince and Smolen-

sky 2004) proposals for stress (e.g., Hyde 2002, McCarthy 2003) coupled with Kart-

tunen’s (1998) proposals for finite state compilation of OT grammars.

9.2 Rules and Machines

The revised SBG theory is largely a response to questions posed by Nigel Fabb about

his ongoing collaboration with Morris Halle applying SBG systems to the metrical

scansion of poetry (see, e.g., Fabb 2002). Fabb (pers. comm.) asked how the parame-

terized SBG rules actually worked to scan across a form, and I answered (rather flip-

pantly) that they, like other phonological rules, could be compiled into FSAs, a

result known at least since the early 1970s (Howard 1972, Johnson 1972). Formulat-

ing the rules as FSAs has certain practical advantages, as many modern (and not-so-

modern) programming languages and tools (e.g., Sed, Awk, Perl, Ruby, JavaScript)

o¤er regular expression facilities that can be used to implement FSAs fairly easily.

It is particularly fortuitous that the excellent Xerox software for compiling and

manipulating FSAs is now available (Beesley and Karttunen 2003). This makes it

possible to quickly build and test large FSAs and compare di¤erent grammars for

their e¤ectiveness and e‰ciency (see in particular section 9.4). Space restrictions pre-

vent me from providing anything like a comprehensive introduction to the use of



FSAs in understanding the application of phonological rules. Good introductions to

the general topic can be found in Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977:188¤., 1979:326–

327. Textbooks on mathematical linguistics such as Gross 1972 and Partee, ter Meu-

len, and Wall 1990, or introductions to automata theory such as Hopcroft and

Ullmann 1979, o¤er further information on FSAs; Beesley and Karttunen 2003 is

indispensable.

The SBG theory follows Halle and Vergnaud (1987) in viewing the calculation of

prosodic structure as being governed by a system of parameterized rules. That is,

there exists a set of ordered rules, constituting a derivation. However, not all conceiv-

able rules are allowed; rather, they fall into fairly narrow classifications. Strict order-

ing of parameterized rule classes was also required in Idsardi 1992; for example,

Edge Marking universally preceded Iterative Constituent Construction. Idsardi and

Purnell (1997) proposed to derive such ordering from more general principles (rule

complexity and the Elsewhere Condition). Although these are interesting and impor-

tant questions about the nature of rule ordering, I will not address them directly here,

as the revisions to the theory generally streamline the analyses in ways that make

these questions di‰cult to assess.

The major changes to the theory are the following: (1) the abandonment of all

avoidance constraints, clash resolution being handled by deletion rules, as in Idsardi

1994; (2) the unification of Edge Marking rules with Iterative Constituent Construc-

tion rules into a generalized Grouping rule component; (3) the introduction of an

iterativity parameter; (4) the direct identification of parameter settings for rules with

particular properties of FSAs; and (5) the projection of brackets onto higher grid

lines.

With these changes, we can reduce metrical calculations to two basic operations:

Projection, which creates a new line of the grid from the current top line, and Group-

ing, which partitions the current top line of the grid into groups. Formally, this is

a calculus over two types of elements: grid marks, notated with ‘‘x,’’ and partition

junctures, ‘‘(’’ and ‘‘).’’ As with previous versions of the SBG theory, ‘‘(’’ groups

marks to its right, and ‘‘)’’ groups marks to its left. A single boundary is su‰cient

to define a grouping, and in general the groupings do not need to exhaust the ele-

ments in the entire form. To project a new grid line, two parameters must be speci-

fied indicating which marks and brackets should be projected, summarized in (1).

(1) Parameters for Projection rules

Project the leftmost/rightmost element of each group

Project left/right/no brackets

The changes in (1) bring the projection from all grid lines into accord with what was

assumed to be possible in projecting syllable information onto line 0. The marking
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of heavy syllables (and other special syllable configurations such as Dorsey’s Law

vowels in Winnebago; see below) by projecting brackets onto line 0 is an instance of

(1), with a further specification of the context for syllable bracket projection. The

ultimate goal of this change is to give an SBG account of syllable structure, by using

brackets on the x-tier to indicate a simplified (even impoverished) syllable structure,

not unlike that proposed by Clements and Keyser (1983). I do not have space in this

chapter to explicate and defend such a theory, but in general we would expect that

the x-tier groups would approximate the extent of the moras in Hyman 1985, espe-

cially the first mora of a syllable in that theory, although we would also expect non-

exhaustive parsing of the x-tier into syllables (i.e., there are more general cases of

extrasyllabicity). One such example of nonexhaustive parsing is likely to be the treat-

ment of coda consonants. In particular, in some languages ‘‘coda’’ consonants would

simply be unsyllabified, and the groupings for the syllables would then not be ex-

haustive. The ‘‘mora’’ groups would be right-headed and heavy syllable marking

would have the x-tier context x)x, as for example in English heavy syllable marking

in forms like aptitude, (2).

(2) (x x (x

Q)p(t�)(tu)ud

To create regular groups of marks we will employ Grouping rules, using the pa-

rameter settings given in (3).

(3) Parameters for Grouping rules

Insert left/right brackets

For every two/three elements

Starting from the leftmost/rightmost element

Iteratively/Noniteratively

Starting in the insert/skip state

This gives a total of 32 possible Grouping rules. Ternary systems are not very well

attested in natural language systems (though see Tripura Bangla, below), though

there are poetic systems with ternary groupings (e.g., dactylic and anapestic; see

Fabb 2002) and many musical examples in triple 3
4

� �
time (waltz, minuet, etc.). The

16 predicted binary patterns of grouping are given in (4), along with some example

languages.
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(4)

B
ra
ck
et

S
ize

D
irectio

n

Itera
tive/

N
o
n
itera

tive Start x x x x x x x x x x x x x

Example

languages

a. L ( 2 L ) I Insert (x x(x x(x x (x x(x x(x x(x Maranungku,

Auca stems

b. L ( 2 L ) I Skip x(x x(x x(x x(x x(x x(x x Winnebago

c. L ( 2 L ) N I (x x x x x x (x x x x x x x North Kyung-

sung Korean

d. L ( 2 L ) N S x(x x x x x x(x x x x x x Tokyo Japanese

e. L ( 2 R ( I I x(x x(x x(x (x x(x x(x x(x Suruwaha?

f. L ( 2 R ( I S (x x(x x(x x x(x x(x x(x x Nengone, Auca

su‰xes, Garawa

g. L ( 2 R ( N I x x x x x(x x x x x x x(x Turkish?

h. L ( 2 R ( N S x x x x(x x x x x x x(x x Polish,

Indonesian,

Turkish?

i. R ) 2 L ) I I x)x x)x x)x x)x x)x x)x x) Maranungku?

j. R ) 2 L ) I S x x)x x)x x) x x)x x)x x)x Araucanian

k. R ) 2 L ) N I x)x x x x x x)x x x x x x Tauya

l. R ) 2 L ) N S x x)x x x x x x)x x x x x Garawa

m. R ) 2 R ( I I x x)x x)x x) x)x x)x x)x x) Suruwaha,

Tauya

n. R ) 2 R ( I S x)x x)x x)x x x)x x)x x)x Latin, Greek

o. R ) 2 R ( N I x x x x x x) x x x x x x x) Russian,

Japanese

palatal prosody

p. R ) 2 R ( N S x x x x x)x x x x x x x)x Shingazidja,

Latin, Greek

clitics

The basic FSA for (4j) is shown in (5). By convention, the FSA starts in state 0.
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(5)

This FSA is R2LIS; it inserts a ‘‘)’’ every two marks, from left to right, iteratively,

skipping (not inserting) on the first mark. We read the arcs between states in the fol-

lowing way. Simple arcs (those without :) match and consume the symbols shown on

the arc (the labels are to the right of the arcs). Transductions (arcs with :) match the

symbol to the left of the : in the input and replace it with the symbols to the right of

the :. In state 0, then, the machine accepts ‘‘x,’’ outputs ‘‘x,’’ and moves to state 1. In

state 1, the machine accepts ‘‘x,’’ outputs ‘‘x),’’ and moves back to state 0. In the ter-

minology suggested by Nigel Fabb (pers. comm.), in moving from state 0 to state 1

we skip a mark, and in moving from state 1 back to state 0 we insert a bracket. The

double circles enclosing the state nodes indicate that the machine can stop in this

state (i.e., it is legal to be at the end of the string).

The full machine, which additionally respects preexisting metrical structure (in the

sense of Halle 1990), is shown in (6). Notice that the arcs from either state when the

machine encounters ‘‘(x’’ always go to state 1, and the arcs for ‘‘x)’’ and ‘‘(x)’’ always

go to state 0. That is, preexisting brackets are always treated in the same way, re-

gardless of the current state of the machine.

(6)

The basic FSA for R2LII, (4i), the one that inserts on the first mark instead, is

shown in (7a), and the full machine is shown in (7b).
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(7) a.

b.

These machines are identical to those for R2LIS except for the starting state (recall

that the starting state is by convention numbered 0). That is, the state labels in the

diagram have been switched. A better method would be to simply annotate the dia-

gram to say which is the starting state, similar to the conventions used for final states

(and in fact employed in a minority of FSA studies). In this chapter, I will continue

to follow the usual FSA numbering conventions, however.

The basic FSA for L2LII, (4a), is given in (8a), and the full FSA is given in (8b).

(8) a.
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b.

Again, the FSA for L2LIS is the same, with the state labels reversed. That is, the ma-

chine starts in the other state. This exhausts the binary machines, as the right-to-left

machines simply scan the string starting from the opposite end.

An example of a basic FSA for ternary parsing is shown in (9a), and the full ma-

chine is shown in (9b). These are created from the basic binary machines by fission-

ing the skip state. That is, the ternary machines are mechanically derivable from the

binary machines.

(9) a.
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b.

Notice also that the only di¤erence is that the basic ternary parser has two ‘‘skip’’

states but the same two additional rules describe how to elaborate the basic ma-

chine to get the full machine. That is, the embellishments needed to derive the full

machine from the basic machine are stated in (10).

(10) Embellishments to augment basic machines to full machines

a. If (x go to state 1

b. If x) go to state 0

c. If (x) go to state 0

Thus, for iterative machines there is a basic machine, which is elaborated in the

same way each time to produce the full machine. In addition, the start state can be

specified for a parsing, and the size of the machine (number of skip states: 1 or 2) can

be specified. Thus, there is a direct relation between the parameters used here, listed

in (3), and the construction of the appropriate FSA.

The machines encountered so far have an interesting property: none of them

requires any lookahead. Consider a hypothetical variant of L2LII that would require

at least two marks at the end, resulting in a ternary constituent at the far side of odd

strings, a mirror image of the Garawa pattern: (xx(xx(xx, (xx(xx(xxx. A machine for

this is (11).
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(11)

In this machine, state 0 has two arcs for ‘‘x.’’ One inserts (outputs ‘‘(x’’) and moves

to state 1, the other skips (outputs ‘‘x’’) and stays in state 0. This is a nondeter-

ministic FSA (NDFSA or NFA) because of the choice available in state 0. But,

furthermore, state 1 is not an acceptable finishing state. In that way, the output

‘‘(xx(xx(xx(x’’ is not allowed. However, we need to also establish the priority of

inserting over skipping in nonfinal cases, which could be done in FSAs by assigning

probability values to the arcs. The problem with NDFSAs is that they need addi-

tional information to work properly. To ensure that we don’t use the skip when we

don’t need it, we need to make a more complicated machine (i.e., transform the

NDFSA into a deterministic FSA). Additionally, ‘‘(x’’ is all right at the end of the

grid as long as it is preexisting (in other words, the machine has to respect such a

bracket). We can build such a machine, as shown in (12).

(12)
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This machine is clearly more complicated than L2LII. Instead of making progres-

sively more complicated elemental machines, we will combine elemental machines

to create more complicated machines, as described in Beesley and Karttunen 2003.

That is, cases like Garawa will be analyzed by applying two Grouping rules in suc-

cession, as proposed in Idsardi 1992 to handle ‘‘weak local parsing’’ (Hayes 1995)

e¤ects in Chugach Alutiiq. In particular, Garawa-type cases will have a noniterative

footing rule, followed by an iterative one. That is, the footing that (12) would do

would be done by L2RNS followed by R2LIS, giving parsings for even-numbered

strings like xx)xx)(xx) and for odd-numbered strings like xx)xx)x(xx); see Tripura

Bangla, below.

Thus, we need to address at this point what the noniterative machines look like. As

a simple example, let us look at L2LNI, diagrammed in (13). In the noniterative

case, none of the arcs return to state 0. Once the machine is in state 1, it will consume

the rest of the string without changes; one might term this a spin state.

(13)

The behavior of noniterative machines that begin with a skip is not quite as clear. I

give my proposal for R2LNS in (14). The question at issue is whether we should wait

for a successful insertion before consuming the rest of the string, or whether the ap-

plication should be vacuous under various circumstances. Given the paucity of rele-

vant evidence at the moment, I will simply leave this question open, though (14)

assumes a successful eventual insertion, which seems appropriate for Tripura Bangla,

below.
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(14)

Returning to the parameterized rules given in (3), we see that ternary parsing can

be derived from binary parsing by fissioning a state in the binary machine. Similarly,

starting in the opposite state changes the ‘‘phase’’ of the parsing, and directing all

arcs away from the starting state defines a noniterative machine. The bracket inserted

remains a fundamental choice, as does the direction in which the form is scanned.

We are left with a small number of fundamental machines, none of them larger than

three states, which cover the metrical parsings necessary to analyze counting struc-

tures in phonology.

9.3 Case Studies

In this section, I will briefly consider how the revised theory would deal with certain

illustrative cases that exercised the older SBG theory in several ways.

9.3.1 Old English

In Idsardi 1994, I o¤ered an SBG account of the stress system of Old English. A

translation into the present system is straightforward: heavy syllables begin feet and

project two grid marks, the grouping is R2LIS (i.e., the first machine considered

above, (5)), and feet project the leftmost element onto line 1. As discussed in Idsardi

1994, there is some dispute about whether sequences of two light syllables following

a heavy syllable bore a secondary stress or not. That is, it is not clear from the avail-

able evidence whether forms such as sealfode ‘I anointed’ had a secondary stress
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on the second syllable. In Idsardi 1994, I suggested that this vacillation in secondary

stress was due to the open foot, as shown in (15).

(15) (xx) x x)

sealfode

One of the changes in the present theory—the projection of brackets—allows a

more principled answer to the question. If we project left brackets onto line 1, then

we can make a further distinction in the stress grid, distinguishing the heads of closed

feet from those of open feet, and ultimately only projecting the former onto line 2.

That is, on line 0 we will project the leftmost elements of each foot and project left

brackets as well. Then on line 1 we will have left-headed feet (L2LNI is vacuous on

line 1, as L2LNI applies on line 0 and the bracket will then project), and on line 2 we

will again have L2LNI and left-headed feet, giving the parsing in (16).

(16) x

(x

(x x

(xx) x x)

sealfode

Thus, rather than enlarge the number of Projection rules by adding extra conditions

to Projection, we will build a little more structure and distinguish these cases by car-

rying forward certain structures from lower grid lines; in this case, the left brackets

from line 0 are carried onto line 1.

9.3.2 Auca

The stress system of Auca (Pike 1964, Hayes 1995:182¤.) is famous for its clashing

stress trains. This system was not easy to handle in Idsardi 1992 because the theory

adopted there assumed a tight connection between the direction of the scansion and

the bracket inserted (right brackets were inserted in scansions beginning from the

leftmost element, and vice versa). Stems in Auca have alternating stress on odd-

numbered elements counting from the left: aXxXxX . . . ; su‰xes have stress on

even-numbered elements counting from the right: . . . XxXxa. When there is an even

number of total marks, the two stress trains are in phase and there are no conflicts

and no clash. In words with an odd number of syllables, where the stress trains col-

lide a stress clash results: XxXxX-Xx, XX-xXx. This is handled by computing foot-

ing over the stem with L2LII and then reparsing the entire form, including su‰xes,

with L2RIS, as shown in (17).

(17) Stem Word

a. 5þ 2 (xx(xx(x (xx(xx(x-(xx

b. 2þ 3 (xx (x(x-x(xx
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The important fact is that by using left brackets in the stem parse, we leave the

final foot open, and liable to theft of its material by the oncoming su‰x parse. That

is, the su‰x parse can steal the last mark of the last foot of the stem to create a new

foot, as in (17b). Notice that if we had used R2LIS on the stem, we would have gen-

erated a lapse instead of a clash: xx)xx)x-(xx and xx)-x(xx.

Thus, this account generates the correct stress patterns of Auca without additional

machinery beyond the parameterized values for the two scansions. In contrast,

Hayes’s (1995) account must invoke exceptions to exceptions for Auca. Auca gener-

ally allows subminimal feet (unusual according to Hayes), but subminimality is

revoked to allow reparsing from the su‰x train, and the resulting forms allow sub-

minimal feet that are not located at the edge of the domain, contrary to Hayes’s gen-

eral principles governing subminimal feet. Kim (2003) gives an OT account for Auca,

directly stipulating that clash occurs either across the stem-su‰x boundary or at the

end of the stem.

9.3.3 Winnebago

Halle and Idsardi (1995) use Winnebago as an example of a language employing sev-

eral avoidance constraints. Here, I o¤er a reanalysis of Winnebago that employs only

one rule of clash resolution, substantially similar to the one proposed for Old English

in Idsardi 1994. The parameters for Winnebago are given in (18). I employ two pars-

ings for Winnebago, eliminating the need for the various avoidance constraints used

in Halle and Idsardi 1995.

(18) a. Project (x for CRV—then subject to Dorsey’s Law, giving CVRV with x(x

b. L2LIS

c. Final Clash Deletion: ( ! q / (x xa
d. R2LIS

e. Project R, )

f. Project R

Some example parsings are shown in (19). Dorsey’s Law vowels are capitalized.

(19) a. x x

x) x)

x (x x) (x x) x

h i rakOroho ni

b. x

x) x

x (x x) (x

kErepAna
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c. x x x

x) x x) x)

x (x x) (x (x x) (x x)

harak i shUru j ik shAna

Form (19c) shows the e¤ect of L2LIS feeding Final Clash Resolution. Cases with in-

terior lapses of three syllables (Halle and Idsardi 1995:438) must be analyzed in the

present framework by placing additional left boundaries to create an extra (x group

in the form. The exact nature of such a process is not clear; one possibility is to insert

left boundaries on syllables before heavy syllables, which themselves get a left bound-

ary and two grid marks. The net e¤ect would be to prevent syllables immediately be-

fore heavy syllables from being stressed, as shown in (20). (20a) gives the projection

for heavy syllables and the preceding syllable, and (20b) shows the completed parse.

(20) a. x x x (x (xx x x

waGiGishgapu izhere

b. x x x

x) x x) x)

x (x x) (x (xx) x x)

waGiGishgapu izhere

One way to view the net e¤ect of the rules in (18) is that they distinguish binary

groups from unary ones. Because of this, Winnebago does not constitute an e¤ec-

tive argument against theories employing only a single juncture element (Separator

Theory), as outlined by Reiss (this volume). In the case of Winnebago, the e¤ect

achieved by R2LIS and Project ) can also be achieved by restricting Projection to

groups of two or more elements (or, alternatively, a second clash deletion rule could

be proposed to handle the nonfinal cases).

9.3.4 Tripura Bangla

In their analysis of Winnebago and other languages, Beasley and Crosswhite (2003)

emphasize the use of avoidance constraints, adding Avoid axx) to Winnebago to

achieve ternary parsing at the beginning of the form:axxx)x . . . . Instead, in the pres-

ent proposal, L2LIS parses the beginning of the string asax(xx(x . . . . Beasley and

Crosswhite go on to analyze a genuinely ternary system, Tripura Bangla (Das

2002), using Avoid )xx) to force ternarity, as proposed in Idsardi 1992 for Chugach

Alutiiq. The present analysis simply admits the existence of ternary parsing systems

(despite their rarity in stress systems). Here, I o¤er a brief reanalysis of Tripura Ban-

gla under the present proposal. In words consisting only of light syllables, stress falls

on the first, fourth, seventh syllables, and so on, but not on the last syllable. Adapt-

ing Beasley and Crosswhite’s analysis to the present framework, this is equivalent to
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the two Grouping rules R2RNS and R3LIS with Projection of the leftmost element,

as shown for the abstract forms in (21).

(21) a. x x

x x x) x) x

b. x x

x x x) x x x) x

Heavy syllables generally attract stress and disrupt the count, but they group with

two following light syllables, showing that heavy syllables project a left boundary

and only a single mark onto line 0. When there are two heavy syllables in a row,

the second is not stressed, which has the e¤ect of applying (22a) iteratively from left

to right (the same rule is used in Old English to resolveaLH sequences and was used

word-finally in Winnebago, above). The FSA for (22a) is shown in (22b). By the way,

the e¤ect of simultaneous application of (22a) as opposed to the iterative application

observed in Tripura Bangla can be achieved by having the (x:x arc return to state 1

rather than state 0.

(22) a. ( ! Ø / (x x

b.

Partial derivations for HHH, LLH, and LLLHH are shown in (23).

(23) H H H L L H L L L H H

Project ( for H (H (H (H L L (H L L L (H (H

R2RNS (see (14)) — L L)(H L L L)(H (H

R3LIS — — —

Clash Resolution (H H (H — L L L)(H H

Project leftmost x x x x x x

(H H (H L L)(H L L L)(H H

The present analysis of Tripura Bangla uses the two available brackets to encode

di¤erent information in feet; left brackets carry forward heavy syllable information.

In Separator Theory (Reiss, this volume), where there is only one grouping juncture
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|, this cannot be done. This raises problems in Tripura Bangla in distinguishing be-

tween final L, which does not bear stress, and final H, which does. Obviously, an-

other rule could be added stipulating that final H projects |x|, whereas nonfinal H

projects only |x. This is clearly more complicated than projecting (x for H uniformly,

and so we have a trade-o¤ between the complexity of additional representational

possibilities and the complexity of additional rules. Likewise, Separator Theory with-

out further adornments will make di¤erent predictions for clash resolution in strings

like those in (24) (it should be noted that cases like (24b) are not yet attested).

(24) SBG theory Separator Theory

a. (H (H L) L | H | H L | L

b. L L L) L (H L) L L L L | L | H L | L

Two responses are possible in Separator Theory: (1) to state a second Clash Reso-

lution rule for the | L | H sequences, or (2) to apply Clash Resolution before any

grouping operations. Since rules must be ordered anyway, ordering Clash Resolution

would seem to pose no particular problems, though Clash Resolution would be or-

dered later in Old English and Winnebago. Thus, although Tripura Bangla does

not provide any definitive argument against Separator Theory, it does illustrate the

trade-o¤ between additional representational abilities and the necessity of additional

rule computations in the absence of representational possibilities.

9.4 Automata for Optimality Theory

Karttunen (1998) demonstrates how to construct FSAs from OT grammars using the

lenient composition operator .O. in the Xerox finite state calculus. This operator is

available (but not documented) in Beesley and Karttunen 2003, so the main source

on the use of lenient composition remains Karttunen 1998. As an exercise, I will con-

struct an FSA using OT and lenient composition to compute R2LIS, (4j), the first

machine discussed above. Recall that the basic SBG machine is shown in (5), and

the full machine is shown in (6).

The OT equivalent for R2LIS without regard for headedness was constructed

using constraints of the form advocated by McCarthy (2003). The constraints, in

their ranking order, are given in (25).

(25) a. FTBINMAX

No more than two elements per foot

b. FTBINMIN

At least two elements per foot

c. PARSE2

No pairs of unparsed elements
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d. PARSE

No unparsed elements

e. UNPARSED-AT-END

No initial or medial unparsed elements (compare Lapse-at-End)

This constraint ranking produces parses as in (26).

(26) a. Even: (xx)(xx)(xx)

b. Odd: (xx)(xx)(xx)x

Leniently composing these constraints using Karttunen 1998 produces the FSA in

(27). This machine has 45 states and 90 arcs, compared with the 2 states and 8 arcs of

the full machine in (6).
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This major di¤erence in the size of the automata raises many questions, some of

which cannot be answered at this point. Does the software work properly? That is,

is the FSA properly reduced to minimum size? Is lenient composition the wrong

way to construct FSAs from OT constraints? Is there a problem with the constraints

in (25)? Do certain combinations of constraints cause the explosion in machine size?

Most of these questions require additional investigation. One point made by Karttu-

nen is clear, however. The use of constraints with an unbounded number of viola-

tions possible is a major source of computational complexity.

It is immediately evident that while we can construct a cascade of constraints that prefer n vio-

lations to nþ 1 violations up to any given n, there is no way in a finite-state system to express

the general idea that fewer violations is better than more violations. (Karttunen 1998:11)

But an unbounded number of violations is exactly what McCarthy’s (2003) proposal

requires. Although it eliminates the gradient evaluation of each violation instance, a

given form can have unboundedly many instances of a violation-type, as the follow-

ing quotation shows:

It is su‰cient for any constraint to assign one violation-mark for each instance of the marked

structure or unfaithful mapping in the candidate under evaluation. (McCarthy 2003:130; em-

phasis added)

In the present example, all the constraints in (25) can be violated an unbounded

number of times by a given candidate. Karttunen goes on to explore the implications

of this finding, as follows:

It is curious that violation counting should emerge as the crucial issue that potentially pushes

optimality theory out of the finite-state domain thus making it formally more powerful than

rewrite systems and two-level models. (Karttunen 1998:11)

Combining Karttunen’s findings with those reached here, we see that OT is formally

more powerful than rule-based theories; it is also orders of magnitude less e‰cient in

calculating simple parsing problems such as (4j), which rule-based theory can accom-

plish with the minimal possible machine.

9.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, I have o¤ered some revisions of the SBG theory, eliminating avoid-

ance constraints, combining the mechanisms of Edge Marking and Iterative Constit-

uent Construction into a general Grouping system, and relating the new Grouping

system to FSAs. I have shown that the resulting FSAs are small and e‰cient, orders

of magnitude smaller than the corresponding OT machines compiled according to

proposals in Karttunen 1998. The revisions allow for simpler accounts of di‰cult

cases in Old English, Auca, Winnebago, and Tripura Bangla, representing a significant
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improvement in the theory. These cases also highlight the utility of the distinction

between open and closed feet, and they demonstrate the utility and e‰ciency of

employing the distinct grouping junctures ( and ).
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